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The herringbone wall effect is achieved
with a base paint of Resene Quarter Duck
Egg Blue, and stripes in Resene Duck Egg
Blue and Resene Inside Back. On the floor,
Resene Colorwood Mid Greywash.

RESENE
Inside Back
RESENE
Ivanhoe

ALL LINED UP
When it comes to deciding on a design and Resene
colour palette for your home, incorporating strong
geometric shapes can make such a bold statement.
As a method used in architecture for

your room a kickstart. Get a taste of

centuries, decorative shapes are masters

Resene’s latest wallpaper releases at

of perception and work to stimulate the

resene.co.nz/wallpaper and view the full

senses. The use of lines and shapes in

range of wallpapers at your local Resene

interior design is also perfect for creating

ColorShop. It’s always best to choose your

height or width, capturing movement,

favourite wallpapers using physical

enhancing a statement wall or breathing

samples to truly appreciate the colour,

new life into a piece of furniture.

detail, sheen and texture.

Easy on the eyes, curved shapes offer

RESENE
Woodsmoke

RESENE
Dusted Grey
RESENE
Innocence

RESENE
Dark Slate

RESENE
Quarter Duck
Egg Blue

Once you have a favourite Resene

rhythm and movement to an interior and

wallpaper, pick out colour details from the

work well on an accent wall, while straight

design to inspire your Resene paint

edged shapes and clean edges provide an

choices. Add accent hues in three areas

airy sense of minimalism.

around the room, such as cushions,

Bring in your favourite geo-inspired

RESENE
Half Sea Fog

painted furniture and artwork, to create a

design with a combination of Resene

streamlined aesthetic. Team with a

wallpaper and paint colours. An easy way

complementary colour on walls to allow

to begin is with Resene wallpaper to give

your wallpaper to set the room’s rhythm.

resene.co.nz/colorshops

